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THE IMPACT OF SCHOOL BUILDING AGE, ON PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT

For centuries, education Vas envisioned primarily as people--

teachers and learners. Very little attention was given to "the thing.

of education" to improve the physical environment within school buildings.

However, physical developments of the classroom in the last three decades

such as air-conditioning (Stuart & Curtis, 1964), carpeting.(C&Irad & Gibbons,

1963), improved'claserom illumination (Luckiesh & Moss, 1940),and carefully

planned wall color (Rice, 1953) have been foUnd to have a positive impact

upon academic achievement. Consequently, one would expect to see improved

pupil achievement in better facilitated school buildings of recent cons-

truction.

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship of school

building age and academic achievement of pupils taught within school buildings'

of varying age. The specific purpose i$ to deterMink, the relationshilof

school building age and achievement of eighth grade pupils in the State of

Georgia in 1975-76 on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills when the variance attri-

buted to socio-economic statue has been removed.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

What is tha relationship between school building age and the achieve-

ment of eighth grade pupils from Georgia standard schools in 1975-76?

Pupils involved in this study were housed in (1) old non-modernized

school buildings, (2) partially modernized school buildings, and (3) modern
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school buildings. The achievement scores of these students on the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills in vocabulary, reading, language, work-study and

mathematics were examined.

Specifically this study is intended to seek answers tt.: the following

questions:

I. How much variance in the achievement df eighth grade pupils is attri-

buted to the age of school buildings when socio-economic variable is

statistically controlled?

2. How does the academic scnievement of eighth grade pupils in old non-

modernized 'scho-ol buildings compare with the academic achievement of

eig-th grade pupils in partially modernized school buildings?

3. How does the academic achievement of eighth grade pupils'in partially

modernized school buildings compare with academic achievement of.=

eighth grade pupils in modern school buildings?

I. !ow does the academic achievement, of, eighth grade pupils in modern

school buildings compare with the academic achievement of eighth

grade pupils in the old non-modernized school buildings?

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Physical environments such as thermal, acoustical, visual and

aesthetic environmentx and their relationship to student achievement were

examined by many researchers.

Studies have revealed that the proper control of thermal environment

in the classroom will affect the ability of student to grasp instruction.

(Manning & Olsen, 1964; Mayo, 1955; Mcronald, 1960; Feccolo, 1962; McCardle,

1966; Stuart & Curtis, 1964)
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Studies have also shown that the reduction of undesirable background

noises or the amplification of the desired sounds will affect learning.

(Dixon, 1953; Conrad & Gibbons, 1963; Cunliff, 1967)

The visual environment affects a learner's sHility to perceive visual

stimuli and affects his mental attitude and thus performance. (Tinker, 1939;.

Ludkiesh & Moss, 1940; Chorlton & Davidson, 1959; Blackwell, 1963; Saiipsen,

1970)
Q

Evidence from several studies'supports the hypothesis that selected

combination of wall color in classroom has an impact en'academic achievement.

(Rice) 19531 Ketcham, 1964; HelsOn,_1965; Ertel, 1973)

The relationship of school building age and student achlevement Is an

indirect relationship because school building ege is a measure of the

cumulative effects of thermal, acoustical, visual and aesthetic environments

whicilhave been documented to be significantly related to student achievement.

Thomas 11962) found that school building age was one of the independent

variables having the greateat effect on educational outcomes.

Burkhead, Fox & Holland (1966) indicateithat school building ege was

significantly related to reading scores at .05 level.

McGutfey and Brown (1978) examined the relationship of Sdhool building

age and student echievemenjby school district in Georgia. The findings

of thestudy showed that generally less than 3% of the variance in achievement

test scores could be explained by the age of facilities after the variance

accounted for by socioeconomic factors was removed.

Plumley (1978) examined the relationship of school building age and
lb-

student achievement of fourth-graders in selected schools of Georgia.
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Findings revealed that an average of 5,3% of the variance in Achievement

could be attributed to school building age when SES Variables were statis-
%

tically controlled.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Research Design

An ex post facto research design was used to investigate functional

relationships among the variables since the manipulation or the assignment...

oryariables to different treatments was not feasible due to a manifesta-

tion of their occurrence.

Population

The population was the school building for each of the state standard

public schools containing the eighth grade in 1975-76 in the State of_Georgia.

Variables

The dependent variable was the achievement scores of eighth grade pupils

of"Georgia on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in 1975-76. These scores con -

sisted of the composite scores, the vocabulary scores, the reading scores,
4

the language scores, the work -study scores and the mathematics scores.

The independent variable of major concern in this study was the age of

school buildings determined by the year of construction or major moder-

ni7ation. The other independent variable was socio-economic status determined

by the percentage of pupils participating in the paid,school lunch program. 'W

Sources of Data

The data for this investigation was obtained from the results of the

eighth grade Georgia pupils in the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in 1975-76

6
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and from demographic information provided by the principals of Georgia

standard schools containing the eighth grade.

A questionnaire was used to collect data from the principals. It

included questions which calected the demographic data of the school: the
4

name and the location of the school, and the year of original construction

of the school building. Questions were asked about the pupils' immediate

physical environment: whether the eighth grade instructional rooms were

air-conditioned in-the school year 1975:76, whether they were carpeted,

whether they were installed with fluorescent lighting and whether they

were painted with pastel colors within the three years preceding the

school year 1975-76. Further questions were asked on the total nuMi)er

of eighth grade pupils in the schcol.in 1975-76 school year,-how many of

them were non-white, and how many of them participated free or at reduced

prices in the school lunch program.

.cperatioral Definitions

School Bililding Age --- The year of original construction or the year of .

major modernization of the school building.

Major Modernization --- Renewal of a school building to include air-

conditioning and any two of the folling: carpeting, fluorescent

lighting, and painting instructional areas with pastel exams.
6

Partial Modernization --- Renewal of school building t^ include at least

two of the following: air - conditioning, carpeting, fluorescent lighting

and painting instructional areas with pastel colors.

Old Non-modernized School Buildings --- SchoOl buildings without air-

conditioning and facilitated with none or only'one of the following:

7



carpeting, fluorescent lighting and painting the instructional area

with pastel colors.

Partially Modernized School Buildings --- gld non-moder:nized school btal-

dings that have undergone partial modernization in the instructional

areas.

Modern School Buildings --- School buildings that include air-conditioning,

and any two of the following: carpeting, fluorescent lighting and

painting the instructional areas with pastel colors on the day of their

0

establishment or major modernization.

Academic Achievement --- The composite scores, the vocabulary scores, the

reading scores, the language scores, the work-study scores, and the
4

mathematics scores of the eighth grade pupils from Georgia standard

schools 6 the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS), 1975-76.

Socio-economic Status --- Percentage of eighth grade pupils in the school-

participating in the paid school lunch program.

Standard School --- To be designated a standard school by the'Georgia

State Department of Education it is necessary that the school res-

pond ether affirmatively, or not applicable" to all required criteria

published in "Standards for Public Schools of Georgia".

Pastel Color --- The kind of color to Include lighter Shbdes of blue, yellow,

orange, red and green, but exclude blackt grey and dark shades of brown,

green, blue and red.

Statistical Treatment

The statistical treatment of data started with the use of hierarchial

inclusion method in multiple regression to analyse the relationship between

8
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the dependent variable (achievement scores of ITBS) and the independent

variables (school building age, percentage of pupil participating in paid

school lunch program). The independent variables:entered into the re-

gression equatiOn in a predetermined order. The independent variable,
f O

school building age, was force-entsied into the regression equation after

.the inclusion of socio-economic status (SES) variable. 4

7

In accounting for variance, the'standard regression method was need

to decompose the sum of squares into componeno attributable to ,eaoh of

the independent variables. Variation dui to building age was determined by

adding thia independent variable to the equation and treating it as if it

had been added to the regression equation in a separate step after socio-

economic,variable had been included. The increment in R
2
due to the

addition of building age was taken as the component Of variance attributable

to building Age.

The analysis of covariance was used to determine whether the scores of

the three groups (old non-modernized school buildings, partially m ized

school buildings, and modern school buildings) differed significantly froAl

one another. SES Was used as covariate.

. FINDINGS A

Statistical analysis. indicated that school building age was significantly

related to the composite scores, the vocabulary scores and_the.mathematics

core-6 of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills when the socio-economic variable
_ .

had betn statistically controlled. The F-vajuee for school building age

in the SES statistically controlled ITBS composite scores equation, the

9



vocabulary scores equation, and the mathematics scores equation .lflected a

significince level of .05. (se, Table 1)

CD
Table )

F -values for School Building AeeVariable

by Achievement Classification

'a

5 Iowa Test of Basic Skills

Compo. Vocab. Read. Lang. Work.. Math.

Year of original

Construction or
Modernization of 4.0976 7.7132 1.0637 2.6440 2.1656

School Buildings

Significance

Level .044 .006 .304 .093 .144 .045

In the composite scores equation, when SES variable was statistically

Controlled, school building age accounted for .982% of the variance in pupil '

,achievement.
0

In the vocabulary scores equation, when SES variable wee statistically

controlled, school building age accounted for 1'.919% of the variance in.pupil

9

achievement.

In the mathematics scores equation, when SES variable was statistically
6

controlle, school building age accounted for 1.127% of the variance in pupil

achievement.

Statistical analysis also indicated that the achievement of pupils in

partially modernized school buildings was consistently higher than the

achievement of pupils in old non-modernized school buildings. The difference
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between the two types of school buildings in vocibuley scores was found:to

.1

be Significsg at the .05'level. (see Table 2) ;

,Table 2

1,P

. .
Analysis4 Covaaance Type I vs., Type 2)-. .

.

Summary Table of,Doviations in Pupir Achievement 1

f Unad5ste4 - Alijusted

brand.Mean. Type Deviation , Deviation

924.70

915,07

927.68

911.96

932.S0

ITBS Composite Section

-8.58

,2 7.65

ITBS Vocabulary .lection

-4.60

' 4.10

IL -13.07 :-8.7t

2' 11.66 7.8

ITBS Reading Section

1 -8.42 -4.33

2 7.52 3.86

ITBS Language Section

1 -6.15 -2.62

2 5-49 2.34

ITBS Work-Study Section

-5.95

2 5.31

ITBS Mathematics Section

40

930.89 1 -5.32

9

-2435

2.10

2 4.74 2.00

-

Type 1 - Old non-modernized school buildings.

Type 2 - Partially modernized abhool buildings.
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The achievement of pupils in modern school buildings was consistently

higher than the achievement oil pupils in partially modernized school

except in'tlie reading section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

(see Tabie 3 )

a
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Table 3

Analysis of Covariance (Type 2 vs. Type 3)-

Summary Table of Deviations in Pupil Achievement

Grand Mean Type
Unadjusted
Deviation

Adjusted

;eviation

936.28

i
,....,,

2

3

.

ITBS Composite Section

-.84

.79

;3.92

14,9

ITBS Vocabulary Section

9:1.89 2 -5.16 -2.10

: 3 4.07 1.98

ITBS Reaping Section

936.75 2 -1.55
4,

or
1.62

3 1.46 -1.52

ITBS.Languate Section

920.99 2 -3.55 -.88

3 3.34 .83

IT DS Work-Study Section

940.87 2 -3.06 -.14

3 2.88 .13

ITBS Mathematics section

940.54 2 -4.91 -2.22

3 4.62 2.09

Type 2 - Partially modernized school buildings.

Type 3 - Modern school buildings.

1.3
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The achievement of pupils in modern schodl buildings was consistently

higher than the achievement of pupils in old non-modernized school buildings.

The difference between the two types of school buildings in vocabulary scores

was found to be significant at the .05 level. (see Table /.)

I.

-

14
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Table 4

Analysis of Covariance (Type 1 vs. Type 3)-
Summary Table of Deviations in Pupil Achievement

Grand Mean

-4-
Unadjusted

Type, Deviation
Adjusted

Deviation

ITBS Comtosite Section

929.08 1 -12.96 -5.85

3 10.89 4.92

ITBS Vocabulary Section

920.88 1 -18.88 -11.41

3 15.87 9.59

ITBS Reading Section

929.56 -10.36 -2.84

3 8.66 2.39

ITBS Language Section

915.87 1 -10.06 -4.32

3 8.46 3.63

ITBS Work-Study Section

935.90 1 -9.35 -2.76

7.86 2.32

,b
ITBS Mathematics Section

446.21 1 -10.64 ' -4.68

3 8.95 3.93

..110

3

Type 1 - Old non-modernized school buildings.

Type 2 - Modern school buildings.'

15
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In summary, the findings cited above have supported the basic hypothesis

of this study. A significant relationship between the school building age

and the academic achievement of the eighth grade pupils has been supported.

RECOHNEHDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

1. This is one of a series of studies on the relationship of school building

age and pupil achievement basing on schools as analytical units. A4cOuffey and

Brown's initial study (1978) was conducted on a district basis. Additional

research is needed to narrow the unit of analysis to individual classroom

and individual pupil.

2. All of the studies on school building age and academic ach4.evoment so far

have been ex post facto studies. Additional eff,-+ 4s needed to inves-

tigate the many unsolved problems in this field. 'urther research in this

field by employing experimental design is recommended.

r.

16
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